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INTRODUCTION
The Department of Administrative Reforms & Public Grievances (DARPG), Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions is the nodal agency
of the Government of India for administrative reforms and redressal of public grievances relating to the States in general and those pertaining to
Central Government agencies in particular. It acts as the nodal agency for the Government in advocating and advancing, formulating and facilitating,
mentoring and monitoring the governance reform agenda of the nation, leading to a positive transformation of increased efficiency of processes,
enhanced effectiveness of public service delivery and improved governance at large.
It is worth highlighting in this context that at the initiative of and under the aegis of the DARPG, the Government instituted in the Year 2005, an
award titled the “Prime Minister’s Award for Excellence in Public Administration” for rewarding meritorious performance and outstanding
contribution of civil servants in conceiving creative ideas and transforming them into sustainable, game-changing practices leading to improved
efficiencies and enhanced effectiveness.
Further, with a view to promoting excellence in the implementation of e-Governance initiatives borne out of exemplary achievements in government
process reengineering, innovative use and exemplary replication of solutions based on Information & Communication Technologies (ICTs) etc. the
Department has been recognizing, year after year, outstanding performance in citizen-centric service delivery through a Scheme of National Awards
for e-Governance.
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INTRODUCTION
To ensure that these initiatives are shared with all and also to encourage replication across the country, the Department endeavours to document and
disseminate successful good governance practices by way of audio-visual media and publications. Department has been organising Regional
Conferences helping the officials of the States and Union Territories gain a first-hand knowledge of the innovations and good practices in citizen
centric governance. These conferences help in knowledge exchange, experience sharing for fostering good governance practices.
The Department organised a two-day Regional Conference on ‘Good Governance and Replication of Best Practices’ on the 7th and 8th July 2017 at
the Dr. R.S. Tolia Uttarakhand Academy of Administration, Nainital in association with the Government of Uttarakhand. The theme of the Regional
Conference was ‘Good Governance and Replication of Best Practices’. This was the 26th Regional Conference of the series.
Presentations were made in the Conference on successful implementation of Priority Programmes of Government of India, innovations by the States
and Good Governance initiatives. Some of the presentations were on programmes/ initiatives shortlisted for the Prime Minister's Award for
Excellence in Public Administration. The presentation on e-NAM was in respect of District Nizamabad which was conferred PM Award, 2017. With
the active participation of the Secretary, DARPG and other senior civil servants the two days were an intense mix of presentations and question
answer sessions.
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WELCOME ADDRESS

DAY 1

Shri Avanendra S. Nayal, Director, Dr. Raghunandan Singh Tolia
Uttarakhand Academy of Administration, Nainital welcomed the
audience and the distinguished guests to the picturesque city of
Nainital. He thanked Department of Administrative Reforms & Public
Grievances for choosing the city as the venue for the conference. He
mentioned the glorious past of the Uttarakhand Academy. He called
upon the delegates from all over the country to immerse themselves in
this conference and take back ideas and implement them in their
states.
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LAMP LIGHTING CEREMONY

Shri C. Viswanath, Secretary, Department of Administrative Reforms & Public Grievances,
Government of India, lighting the traditional lamp at the Inaugural Session
77

INAUGURAL SESSION
Shri C. Viswanath, Secretary,
Department of Administrative
Reforms & Public Grievances,
Government of India
In his inaugural address, Shri C. Viswanath, Secretary, DARPG,
Government of

India,

emphasized

the importance of

'Good

Governance' and sharing best practices amongst peers. He stated that
citizen centric governance is critical to maintaining the security and
sovereignty of the country. Good Governance delivers economic
development and growth and its absence can lead to over exploitation
of resources, civil strikes and communal tensions or clashes.
Speaking about the perception of Government amongst citizens, Shri
Viswanath said that people think Government is riddled with hierarchy

requirements rather than that of the people they are meant to serve. He
laid special emphasis on the word 'serve' over the word 'govern'.

and is a layered and structured organisation. Secretary mentioned that

The Secretary mentioned that the last general elections in the country

it is a system where procedures are more important than the substance

were contested on Good Governance as one of the main issues. The

and an organisation that gives importance to comfort, needs and

present government came to power on the promise of
88
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Shri C. Viswanath, Secretary, Department of Administrative Reforms &
Public Grievances, Government of India

development and so reforms and good governance have become

initiatives are contributing in delivering a better experience to the

essential elements of its performance.

common man. The focus on all of the above has been citizen centricity

Commenting on citizen centric initiatives to bring simplicity to

rather than system centricity.

governance, Shri Viswanath highlighted the following initiatives among

Referring to grievance redressal, the Secretary highlighted the

many:

successful implementation of Centralised Public Grievance Redress

•

Most forms reduced to single page

and Monitoring System (CPGRAMS). This portal is providing a

•

Attestations by gazetted officer replaced by self-certification

transparent online process for the citizens to register their grievances

•

Repealing of 1100 outdated laws

and track the same. He said CPGRAMS has given confidence to the

The Secretary highlighted 3 major pension reforms:

citizens that their grievances would now be redressed. A study was

•

Bhavishya - online tracking of pension cases

done to map 20 ministries having the maximum grievances, and a root

•

Sankalp - Providing post retirement opportunity to contribute

cause analysis was done to suggest reforms. The positive impact of this

in development of society and

exercise has resulted in the study being expanded to cover 20 more

Jeevan Praman - Digital life certificates for the elderly

Ministries.

pensioners.

The Secretary appreciated the states for taking up the mission of good

•

Secretary Shri Viswanath stated that all these above mentioned

governance in earnest. He pointed that 21 states have enacted
99
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Shri C. Viswanath, Secretary, Department of Administrative Reforms &
Public Grievances, Government of India

'Right to Services Act' as an exemplary initiative to provide citizen

To foster a spirit of healthy competition and motivating Good

centric services. He exhorted the remaining states to expedite

Governance through e-Governance and innovative practices, DARPG

implementation of the act. Appreciating the electronic delivery of

identifies projects across states that can be conferred with e-

services in few states, the Secretary mentioned that Government of

Governance awards. These awards are given during the National e-

India has been proactive towards implementation of e-Governance.

Governance Conference, last of which was held in Vishakhapatnam,

Besides DARPG, where all work is done on e-Office, 20 other

where 12 categories of awards were given to various awardees. This

Departments have also become paperless.

conference was attended by administrators, business leaders, Industry

Shri Viswanath stated that the introduction of e-office has brought
transparency and efficiency in the system. He said e-office makes the

leaders, IT leaders as well as academicians and was an outstanding
success.

system faceless thereby eliminating human interface and expectation

The Secretary also spoke about P.M. Awards for Excellence in Civil

for personal favours. There are more than 20 offices in New Delhi

Services, which are given by the Hon’ble Prime Minister on Civil

which are paperless. The idea behind paperless office is to increase

Services day. This concept started in 2007 and over the last two years,

outreach and ultimately enable a corruption less system. Even in e-

it has been further fine-tuned and expanded for optimal results. The

Governance, the focus is on process re-engineering to ensure

priority programmes, which will be evaluated, are communicated to

efficiency and effectiveness.

all the districts and entries are sought for innovative work done in
these programmes and also other innovations. Last year, a record 2345
1010
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Shri C. Viswanath, Secretary, Department of Administrative Reforms &
Public Grievances, Government of India

entries from all districts and organizations competed for 11 awards.
599 districts participated in this exercise, reinforcing the vision of the
Hon’ble Prime Minister that districts should be asked to compete and
these awards should not only be a reward for the good work done but
should be a catalytic agent to improving the performance of various
priority programmes. After a gruelling, multi level selection process,
the awards were given by the Prime Minister on the Civil Services
Day 2017.
Concluding his address, Shri Viswanath reiterated that best practices
need to be shared so that all may adopt and implement the same to
ensure transformation. He asked the delegates to understand the
'Good Governance Index', which is being developed for the states
based on ten parameters. The robustness of the index is backed by
those parameters, which are all verifiable. He requested proper
feedback, views and reactions to the index so that all their feedback
can be incorporated in the final version of the index.
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EXEMPLARY INITIATIVES IN THE STATE
OF UATTARAKHAND (EMPOWERMENT
OF WOMEN)
Shri Avanendra S. Nayal, Director, UKAA,
Government of Uttarakhand

Shri Avanendra S. Nayal, Director UKAA, Government of Uttarakhand
gave his presentation on women empowerment schemes and
programmes initiated in the state of Uttarakhand. He began his
presentation by stating the challenges faced by women in the hills. Shri
Nayal said that the women of the hills collect firewood, fodder, water
and also work on the fields. He said women traditionally had very little
access to education and information hence the State Government
made a conscious decision to focus on schemes for women
empowerment. Shri Nayal said that implementation of these schemes
and programme made a great change in the lives of women and girl
children in the state. The schemes and the departmental initiatives that
he shared are :Uttarakhand Mahila Samekit Vikas Yojana (UMSVY)
Under this programme, 69 projects have been sanctioned for selfemployment to women Self Help Groups (SHGs) at the level of
Development Blocks. Each SHG is assisted by a Rs. Five Lakh seed
1212

EXEMPLARY INITIATIVES IN THE STATE OF
UTTARAKHAND (EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN)
capital to buy machines, equipment, raw material and also help in
operational costs. Daliya units of Almora, Bageshwar, Dairy units of
Dehradun and food items such as ready-to-eat (Soyabeans, Wheat

Shri Avanendra S. Nayal, Director, UKAA,
Government of Uttarakhand
study of attitudinal change along with social upliftment.
Adibhog Project

Puffs) have come up with this scheme. Also, units have come up for

The mission of this project is to optimally use locally available bio

Handloom and Weaving as well as fruit processing and Organic Spice

resources and horticulture crops. Under this scheme, women SHGs

Production. The marketing of the products is done through Anganwadi

are preparing 'Prasad Kits' at Badrinath, Kedarnath, Gangotri and

under the 'Take Home Ration Scheme', Trade Fairs and Consortia.

Yamunotri.

Mukhyamantri Mahila Satat Ajeevika Yojana

In addition to these, he also highlighted the systemic efforts being
done across various departments of State Government for women

Under this scheme, destitute women/adolescent girls and widows

empowerment. Some of the key ones being the following:

belonging to the weaker section, are being imparted a 45-day
livelihood training. They are given a Rs. 1000 stipend during the
training and Rs. 50,000 seed money to start work in cutting, tailoring,

Panchayati Raj Department: 50% reservation for women has been
implemented across three tiers of the Panchayati Raj System.

fashion designing and food processing. He gave the example of a

Food and Supply Department: Under the National Food Security Act,

Sapera Basti near Dehradun, where 100 rag pickers were trained, and

ration cards can now be issued in the name of the eldest woman (who

today they are on their own and financially independent. This is a case

is 18 years or above) in a household.
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EXEMPLARY INITIATIVES IN THE STATE OF
UTTARAKHAND (EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN)

Shri Avanendra S. Nayal, Director, UKAA,
Government of Uttarakhand

Police Department: Monetary assistance is provided to women victims

Department of Transport: The department is committed to providing

under the Uttarakhand Victim of Crime Assistance Scheme 2013.

free transport to girl students from their homes to their respective

Department of Women Empowerment and Child Development: Under

educational institutes.

the ‘Nanda Gaura Devi Kanya Dhan Yojana’, an amount of Rs. 51,000

Finance Department: Up to 2 years of Child Care Leave is provided to

is given to a girl child as a Fixed Deposit in her name. The

all women employees of the State Government till the child is 18 years

disbursement is in phases, starting from the time when she is born to

old.

various stages like Class 8, Class 10 etc. This money is in her name and
she can use it for further studies, business etc. This has had a very
positive effect as girl child are now being welcomed in the family as
compared to the earlier practice where male child was preferred.

One Stop Centre (OSC), Haridwar: OSC is a short-term shelter for
victims of domestic violence, sexual assault and acid attack under the
state initiative to provide safety, security and rehabilitation to all
women victims. It works in convergence with State Police and State

Rural Development Department: Under Deendayal Gramin Awas

Nirbhaya cell and is a role model for other states to replicate.

Yojana, the department is supporting women beneficiaries with Rs. 1.3

181 Women Helpline: 36 departments of the State Government have

Lacs for building a house, assurance of 95 days of Mahatma Gandhi

been associated with this initiative to provide information and

National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) wages and

departmental services. The helpline has an updated software which

another sum of Rs. 12,000 for building a toilet.

allows them to pass on the registered cases to the concerned
1414

EXEMPLARY INITIATIVES IN THE STATE OF
UTTARAKHAND (EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN)

Shri Avanendra S. Nayal, Director, UKAA,
Government of Uttarakhand

department seamlessly and do regular follow up of the registered
cases. Out of a total of 467 cases registered till date, 320 of them have
been resolved effectively.
Khilti Kaliyan Campaign: This was started in 2015 to eradicate the
scourge of Severe Acute Malnutrition (SAM) from the state through
collective

responsibility.

Malnourished

children

identified

by

Anganwadi workers are adopted by Civil Servants and local public
figures and a targeted nutritional programme is developed to address
SAM. The drive has seen enthusiastic support and out of a total of 194
Children who had been identified, 102 are now free from SAM.
With the above examples, Shri Nayal underlined the commitment of
Uttarakhand Government towards its women and children and
requested the delegates to give feedback and implement these schemes
in their respective states.
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EXEMPLARY INITIATIVES IN THE STATE OF
UTTARAKHAND - EASE OF DOING BUSINESS
AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Shri Amit Sinha, Director ITDA,
Government of Uttarakhand

Shri Amit Sinha, Director, Information Technology Development
Agency (ITDA), Government of Uttarakhand, gave a presentation on
the status of Ease of Doing Business (EoDB) and IT adoption in
Uttarakhand.
He started out by giving credit to the people of Uttarakhand and called
out their positive outlook towards new things and their openness to
change. This approach made Uttarakhand, ‘The most improved state in
EoDB’ as per the Government of India EoDB Rankings 2016.
Some of the key achievements were:
•

Improvement from 23rd rank in 2015 to the 9th rank in 2016
in EoDB

•

Recognised as a ‘Leader State’ by Department of Industrial
Policy and Promotion, Government of India, in its assessment
on Business Reforms Action Plan 2016 (BRAP 2016)

•

96.13% compliance on parameters used for assessing under
the EoDB framework
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EXEMPLARY INITIATIVES IN THE STATE OF UTTARAKHAND - EASE OF
DOING BUSINESS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVES
•
•

Shri Amit Sinha, Director ITDA
Government of Uttarakhand

100% achievement in 7 out of 40 reform areas identified by

The presentation also emphasized that in Uttarakhand, timebound

DIPP

approvals are mandated through an Act, The Uttarakhand Right to

Number one among hill states in India in EoDB

Services Act, 2011. The salient points of the Act are:-

In order to deliver a single window system for business investors, the

•

More than 100 investor services notified

state of Uttarakhand has also taken up the following points:

•

Provision for penalty to officers for delay

•

Time-bound approval mandated through an Act

•

Dedicated grievance handling mechanism

•

Information availability on procedure and checklist for

•

The Uttarakhand Single Window Facilitation and Clearance
Act, 2012

approvals required
Single Window Portal providing all approvals online at

•

More than 70 investor services covered

single place

•

Provision for punishment to officers for delay

•

Self-certification for select industries

•

Deemed approval for eligible investor if delay

•

Simplified regulatory mechanism or reduced regulatory

•

Grievance Handling

burden

•

Single Window Portal has online Grievance Redressal

•

•

Promoting transparency and ease of compliance verification

•

Transparent policy framework with incentives for target
areas

System
•

Samadhan portal provides opportunity of grievance redressal
with the office of the Chief Minister
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EXEMPLARY INITIATIVES IN THE STATE OF UTTARAKHAND - EASE OF
DOING BUSINESS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVES

Shri Amit Sinha, Director ITDA,
Government of Uttarakhand

The Single Window System of the Uttarakhand state is anchored by a

initiative. He listed out the achievements in the area of IT adoption

website – www.investuttarakhand.com and covers the following key

in Uttarakhand.

points:

•

Aadhar enrolment figures have reached 98% from a mere

•

Common Application Form (CAF) for all Investors

•

Tracking application status by Unique number

•

Work flow based routing to various departments

shot up to a figure of 1114 which was just 415 (1 year, 2

•

Escalations to Empowered Committee for pendency

months) in the state.

•

Comprehensive checklist of all NOCs, licenses, registrations

•

Interactive system to identify approvals required for starting

•

30%.
•

•

BHARAT NET –Haridwar has been chosen as one of the
seven districts in India for BHARATNET.

a business

•

All treasuries in the state are computerized

Easy access to procedure, timelines information and formats

•

Samadhan portal for Grievance mechanism is being rolled

for approvals
•

State Wide Area Network (SWAN) - Connectivity status

Comprehensive MIS reports/Dashboard

out
•

the state

Shri Sinha also emphasized the fact that IT initiative and process
reengineering is the backbone of the whole Ease-of-Doing-Business

ORS system is being implemented across 34 hospitals in

•

Chardham Yatra has been digitized through Common
Service Centres (CSC).
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DOING BUSINESS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVES

Shri Amit Sinha, Director ITDA,
Government of Uttarakhand

Shri Sinha concluded his presentation by mentioning that practicing
the

above-mentioned

points

has

helped

the

state

promote

transparency and ease of compliance verification, which collectively
ensure ease of doing business in the state.
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SESSION I - e-VIDHAN:
PAPERLESS HIMACHAL
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Shri Dharmesh Kumar,
Director (IT), HP Vidhan Sabha

The presentation on e-Vidhan project of Himachal Pradesh was made
by Shri Sunder Singh Verma, Secretary and Shri Dharmesh Kumar,
Director (IT), Himachal Pradesh Vidhan Sabha. They explained the
unique elements of the project through an audio-visual presentation.
The e-Vidhan Project is designed to achieve efficiency, transparency
and speed in the proceedings of the State Assembly. Initially there was
resistance to change from paper based work in the assembly to
paperless Assembly. But gradually the MLAs started accepting the
change and were ultimately on the same page.
Through the e-Vidhan project, the H.P. Legislative Assembly has
become

India’s

first

ever

high-tech

paperless

Assembly

by

implementing the e-Vidhan system. Shri Kumar informed the delegates
that the entire process of working of the House including various
committees, its Secretariat and managing constituencies by respective
members has been automated.
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e-VIDHAN:
PAPERLESS HIMACHAL LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

Shri Dharmesh Kumar, Director (IT),
HP Vidhan Sabha

Shri Dharmesh Kumar emphasized three key and unique elements in
the success of e-Vidhan Sabha project :•

Paperless Assembly Sessions

•

Paperless House Committees

•

e-Constituency Management

The e-Vidhan software has been developed by NIC, Himachal Pradesh
with the assistance of resources provided through empanelled vendor
of the NICSI under e-Vidhan project sanctioned by the Ministry of
Electronics & Information Technology (MeITY), Government of India.
Shri Kumar concluded the presentation by informing the delegates that
the

digital

transformation

of

H.P.

Legislative

Assembly

by

implementing e-Vidhan is a major Administrative Reform to augment
faster and transparent governance. e-Vidhan is a sophisticated egovernance solution, that fully automates the functioning of legislative
assembly and significantly minimizes paper usage with online
communication.
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SESSION I - GOOD GOVERNANCE INDEX INTRODUCTION & METHODOLOGY OF
PREPARATION, KEY GOVERNANCE SECTORS &
AREAS, INDICATORS AND DATA AVAILABILITY
Shri Shabbeer Shaikh, Director (Governance),
Centre For Good Governance, Hyderabad

In another presentation of the day, Shri Shabbeer Shaikh, Director
Governance, Centre for Good Governance (CGG), Hyderabad,
explained

‘Good

Governance

Index

(GGI):

Introduction

&

Methodology of Preparation of Key Governance Sectors, Area
Indicators and Data Availability’.
Shri Shaikh explained the critical aspects of GGI and the need for
developing it. India is changing rapidly, and all states are competing
and trying to outperform in the area of citizen centric initiatives. It is
well realized that good governance is critical for achieving equality,
convergence, productive use of resources and efficient public service
delivery. In light of the above-mentioned facts, there was an urgent
need to compare each state on its performance and an overall
assessment of where they stood in the delivery of citizen services. The
index, being made at the recommendation of the Group of Secretaries
(GoS) is attempting to standardize the best practices of Good
Governance

for

India.

Shri

Shaikh

further

elaborated

the
2222

GOOD GOVERNANCE INDEX – INTRODUCTION &
METHODOLOGY OF PREPARATION KEY GOVERNANCE
SECTORS & AREAS, INDICATORS AND DATA AVAILABILITY

Shri Shabbeer Shaikh,
Director (Governance), Centre For Good Governance, Hyderabad

methodology and approach towards making of the ‘Good Governance

•

The finalised indicators needed to be citizen centric.

Index’.

•

Cross checking with existing approach

•

360-degree approach to ensure that the indicators look at

To make any policy document, it is critical to do appropriate research.
In the case of GGI, a whole host of national and international literature
in the field of governance needed to be studied to identify relevant
sections. Learning from the work done earlier, like the State of

aspects like environment, industry, welfare, etc.
•

The indicators should be tracked from generic to specific.

•

Consultative and participatory process to take feedback
from all stakeholders across the country.

Governance Reports (SOGR) were noted. Private reports like Public
Affairs Index, done by Public Affairs Centre, Bangalore and Worldwide

Shri Shaikh explained the enormity of the project by stressing on the

governance studies like the Kaufman Indicators were used as a

principles of selection of indicators to ensure the best results. Some

benchmark and guide to frame the GGI.

of the considerations are:

Shri Shaikh also discussed the approach for GGI and listed the
following key points that are being considered for drafting the index:•

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) need to be covered.

•

Simple and Scalable: Lot of the analysis of the index is
based on data and complicating the process of sourcing
primary data would put the entire validity of the index at
risk.
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•
•

•

Shri Shabbeer Shaikh,
Director (Governance), Centre For Good Governance, Hyderabad

Output and outcome oriented: Indicators, which are process

•

Judicial and Public Security

based and input based were not considered.

•

Economic Governance

Applicability across States and Union Territories:

It was

•

Agriculture and Allied sectors

essential

ensure

•

Social Welfare and Development

normalization of the data points.

•

Commerce and Industries

Time series and authentic state wise database: The GGI is

•

Environment

based on analysing measurable data and so any data, which

•

Citizen Centric Governance

to

have common

parameters

to

is a one off, was not considered as an indicator.

Each of these sectors has multiple indicators for which data is available

Post a series of consultations with stakeholders in the States,

and can be used to track the efficacy of service. Each indicator has a

Government of India and various experts, ten governance sectors were

different weight for the purpose of ranking and the states and districts

identified as the key priority areas for measuring the Good

are evaluated based on the total score they get. The index is a total of

Governance Index. These are:

the scores that a State gets across all the ten sectors.

•

Public Health

Concluding his presentation, Shri Shaikh defined Good Governance

•

Human Resources Development

Index

•

Public Infrastructure and Utilities

as

a

comprehensive,

implementable

and

measurable
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GOOD GOVERNANCE INDEX – INTRODUCTION &
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SECTORS & AREAS, INDICATORS AND DATA AVAILABILITY

Shri Shabbeer Shaikh,
Director (Governance), Centre For Good Governance, Hyderabad

framework, which can be used to assess the governance in the states
and can be compared and ranked to foster a sense of healthy
competition.
This presentation was followed by question-answer session. On the
issue of data sanctity, the Secretary, DARPG clarified that only latest
data which is provided by the Central Government would be used for
the index.
In one of the questions raised by a delegate from Punjab, Shri Shaikh
highlighted the holistic set of parameters for choosing the best
example of good governance. He emphasized the importance of multilayered performance indicators. He informed that Good Governance
Index is based on a comprehensive set of indicators, which ultimately
cover almost every aspect of Governance.
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SESSION II - INNOVATIONS
Shri V. Jayakumar, Project Director, Rural
Development Agency, Chennai On Rural Solid
Waste Management, Government of Tamil Nadu

DAY 2
The second day of the conference began with a presentation on Solid
Waste Management (SWM) in rural Tamil Nadu, Shri V. Jayakumar,
Project Director, District Rural Development Agency (DRDA),
Kancheepuram, Tamil Nadu.
At the outset he explained the immediate need of proper solid waste
management. With the growth in the rural and urban population and
corresponding increase in commercial activities, garbage generation
has increased massively. It is becoming imperative for civic authorities
to think of a scalable model of waste management.
Tamil Nadu State Government’s SWM project has been taken up
under the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee
Act (MGNREGA) guidelines. According to MGNREG Scheme data of
Tamil Nadu, 85 Lakh households are registered, 1.31 Crore individuals
have a job card and the number of active MGNREGS workers is 60
Lakh with an average daily turnout of 19 Lakh workers. This shows
that there is adequate manpower available for this project.
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Shri V. Jayakumar, Project Director, Rural Development Agency, Chennai
On Rural Solid Waste Management, Govt. of Tamil Nadu

With this background, Shri Jayakumar highlighted the innovative

and are called 'Thooimai Kaavalars' (Protectors of Environment). They

approach adopted by the State in executing SWM project. This

are responsible for the collection, segregation and safe disposal of

innovative model revolves around a home grown, low cost and high

waste in their respective areas.

impact solution for SWM for rural areas. This programme is an ideal
example of the convergence of Centre and State schemes at the level
of local bodies.

Shri Jayakumar explained the criteria for selection of clusters in the
two phases of the project. They are as follows:
•

The SWM process involves door-to-door collection of garbage and
segregation through clear bifurcation of biodegradable and non-

Village Panchayats with more than 10,000 population (In
Phase I) and 300 Households (Phase-II)

•

biodegradable waste. After collection, the waste gets processed

Peri-urban

Panchayats

(Adjacent

to

Corporations/

Municipalities)

according to its nature. For the biodegradable wastes, compost-pit

•

Panchayats with major Tourism and Pilgrimage areas

converts it into manure. And the non-biodegradable waste is further

•

Large Bus stand/Railway stations with floating populations

classified into recyclable and non-recyclable. The recyclable waste

•

Large

goes directly to scrap merchants with the proper shredding of plastic

Industries/Commercial

establishment/Educational

Institutions

waste. The non-recyclable waste goes to dumping pits.

•

Panchayats abutting National Highways

The workforce involved in this programme are; MGNREGS workers

•

District, Block & Taluk Headquarter Panchayats
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Shri V. Jayakumar, Project Director, Rural Development Agency, Chennai
On Rural Solid Waste Management, Government of Tamil Nadu

Panchayats that had an epidemic outbreak during last 3

produced by it was utilised in the Nursery established in the block.

years (Phase - II)

The nursery that came up produced 1 lakh seedlings per year which

Shri Jayakumar explained in detail the planning that went into this
project. From the infrastructure support to the Kaavalars, in the form
of tricycles, jackets, gloves, caps, etc. to the number of pits in each
cluster, all these were laid down and the execution was as per

were used by the local population. This year the target has been
increased to one vermi-compost pit to each Panchayat so that they can
generate revenue locally. Even in the case of non-biodegradable
waste, plastic waste was shredded and used for laying roads.

specific written guidelines. Extensive training was imparted to the

All the above planning and the resultant execution made the Tamil

workers as well as site supervisors to ensure that everyone knew the

Nadu SWM a big success. The project has been appreciated and

full process from collection to disposal of the solid waste. The roles

recognized by the Government of India and many States. Even

and responsibilities were mapped, and local stakeholders were

internationally, the World Bank and the Government of South Africa

involved to ensure adherence to the same.

have recognized it.

While MGNREGA funds provided the initial resources for the project,
it was also planned in a way to make it self-sustainable for the local

The key reasons for the success of the SWM project in Tamil Nadu
state were:

bodies in the long run. Vermi-compost pits were a big part of this

•

Availability of adequate manpower in the state

exercise. Initially, one pit was dug-up in each block, and the manure

•

The SWM brought in simple concepts, which were easily
understood.
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Easily scalable

•

Evolution of a low-cost solution for managing wastes

Shri Jayakumar highlighted impact and outcome of the project in

Shri V. Jayakumar, Project Director, Rural Development Agency, Chennai
On Rural Solid Waste Management, Government of Tamil Nadu
•

2,835 M.T. of recyclable plastic and other waste materials
were sold by V.Pits generating revenue of Rs. 73.04 Lakh.

•

Compost produced from the bio-degradable waste has been
sold for Rs. 57.33 Lakh.

seven simple points:
•

1,045 M.T. of Non-Recyclable Waste sent to sanitary

•

Control and reduction of pollution levels

•

Prevention of diseases and epidemics

•

Enhanced health profile of the community

•

Additional income to village panchayats

•

Increase in awareness regarding hygiene and health within

Concluding his presentation, Shri Jayakumar stressed on the need to

the community

continuously improve and evolve the SWM project. He brought up

•

Generation of natural manure, compost & vermi-compost

•

Visible increase in cleanliness level in the villages

Shri Jayakumar gave following data to showcase the achievements of
the SWM project:
•

Disposal of 1,16,079 M.T. of garbage in 9,000 V.Pits.

landfills.
•

Shredded Plastic Waste of 615.61 M.T. utilised in laying of
841.80 Kms length of B.T roads.

the fact that they are evaluating possible value addition through
technological support. There are considerations and evaluations for
further improvisation and customization of the training content. The
department is also working on scaling up of vermi-compost and
providing marketing support.
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SESSION II - STARTUP INDIA
Shri Srinivas Kollipara, COO, T-Hub,
in PPP with Department of Information Technology,
Electronics & Communication, Government of
Telangana

The second presentation on the 2nd day was given by Shri Srinivas
Kollipara, Chief Operating Officer (COO), T-Hub. He was nominated
by

the Department of

Communication,

Information Technology,

Government

of

Telangana

Electronics &
on

successful

implementation of the Startup India Programme in the State.
T-Hub is a unique Public - Private Partnership project between the
Government of Telangana, three of India’s premier academic institutes
(IIIT-H, ISB & NALSAR) and key Private Sector leaders. As an
independent Section-8 company, T-Hub is at the intersection of the
Startup, Government, Corporate, Academic and Research sectors. The
core objective behind T-Hub is to create one of the most vibrant
entrepreneur communities in the world. T- Hub is aimed at fuelling
innovative tech startups that are solving real problems, and help them
scale.
Sharing his experience regarding critical aspects of building such
startup ecosystems, Shri Kollipara mentioned that interactions between
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startups are a vital component of an enriching ecosystem. In addition

Shri Srinivas Kollipara, COO, T-Hub, Hyderabad
•

Incorporate and facilitate market access for startups and

to this, one needs to have a holistic view to nurturing a business for

make available funding for deserving startups and potential

startups to feel encouraged to think big. Funding, promotion,

business ideas through interactions with VCs, Angel

knowledge sharing, mentorship support and many other business

Investors, etc.

activities need a specialised focus. T-Hub has streamlined all these
aspects and built an ecosystem around ensuring a startup-friendly

•

Promotion of the Startups through PR & digital media

community.
Shri Kollipara explained the key parameters for an efficient startup
ecosystem with the following points:
•

•

Shri Kollipara mentioned that T-Hub has a differentiated approach
towards early stage and later stage startups. For each stage in a Startup
life cycle, like idea to seed, seed to early stage and from early stage to

Incubate by providing basic infrastructure of space and

inflection, T-Hub provides specialized support. In addition to this, T-

ensure availability of best possible people

Hub also has a focused approach on building a sector or vertical wise

Innovate by helping make entrepreneur-friendly policies and
help innovators find the 'Big Hairy Audacious Goals'

business community. The areas of focus for T-Hub are sectors such as
FinTech, healthcare, biotech, agriculture, technology, IoT, etc.

(BHAG) to solve
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Shri Srinivas Kollipara, COO T-Hub, , Hyderabad

Shri Kollipara also touched upon the advantages of an efficient

Shri Kollipara concluded his presentation by talking about the steps

networking ecosystem offered at an incubation centre. Some of the

that Telengana Government is taking to create an ecosystem to

main strengths are :-

support entrepreneurs go from an incubation stage to prototype and

•

Leverages and amplifies the strength of the existing local

how T-Hub is an integral part of this noble initiative.

ecosystem
•

Easy to create density quickly and get buzz

•

Startups, investors, journalists, etc. are drawn to clusters of
activity.

•

Low risk as existing players come in first, then others

•

Strong independent support structure within the startup
community

•

As density and diversity increases so do the chances that
people find what they need

•

Easier to influence cultural shifts in thinking to global
practices
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SESSION III – STAND-UP INDIA
Shri O. P. Chaudhary, Collector,
Raipur District (Chattisgarh)

Shri O.P. Choudhary, Collector, Raipur District, Chattisgarh made a
presentation on Stand-Up India Scheme and its implementation in the
District. He highlighted the convergence of initiatives undertaken
across different Central Government schemes and State Government
schemes to make Stand-Up India a success.
Shri Choudhary explained the basic premise of Stand-Up India to the
delegates that a Bank branch had to identify at least two entrepreneurs
(one of them has to be a woman and the other SC/ST) and disburse
loans ranging from Rs. 10 Lakh to Rs. 1 Cr. for a new business. The
scheme, which also had the extra facility of a credit guarantee, is aimed
at creating a support system for entrepreneurs to stand on their feet.
While there are multiple schemes and policies of the Government for
loan disbursal, through Stand-Up India, the entrepreneur could get all
the support on one platform.
The Stand-Up India programme uses technology, provides transparent
processes and uses new age information dissemination technology,
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Shri O. P. Chaudhary, Collector,
Raipur District (Chattisgarh)

like the use of portals and mobile to ensure the success of the business

well. In the district, till December 2016, Rs. 24.9 Cr loan was

initiative.

sanctioned to 93 applicants, and as on March 2017, loan disbursed

Shri Choudhary elaborated on the steps that the State Government and
the district authorities took, post the launch on 24th June 2016, to

was Rs. 81 Cr across 271 cases.
The implementation matrix involved all the stakeholders like:

make Stand-Up India a success. With the active involvement of the

•

Banks as the financial institution disbursing the loan

local administration, a series of workshops were organised across the

•

Organisations like SIDBI and NABARD as Connect Centres

district attended by all the stakeholders. Besides entrepreneurs, the

•

Stand-Up India Help Centres like:

participants included representatives of the Banks, subsidy disbursal

•

agencies and various departments of the District Administration. The

District

level

Coordination

Committees

under

chairmanship of Collector

focus of these workshops was on the need based entrepreneurs, and a

•

Director of Industries

participatory approach was adopted to get them all on a single

•

Director of Industries (MSME), Raipur District

platform.

•

Trade and Industries Centre

Shri Choudhary provided data to show how the implementation of the

•

Training Partners

programme in the Raipur district has shown an ever-improving trend.

•

Dalit and Mahila Chambers of Commerce

Compared to other Tier II cities, Raipur has performed exceedingly

•

Ease of Doing Business etc.
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Shri O. P. Chaudhary, Collector,
Raipur District (Chattisgarh)

Shri Choudhary stressed on the convergence work done in Raipur

Shri Choudhary stated that Stand-Up India programme was benefitting

District to coordinate with the existing State Industrial policies to

applicants for other schemes too. The Prime Minister Employee

provide maximum benefit to the entrepreneurs. These were through

Guarantee Yojana (PMEGY) has a disbursal limit of Rs. 25 lac whereas

the following:

Stand-up India limit is Rs. 1 Cr. Many PMEGY candidates wanted loans

•

Focus on the manufacturing sector as it allows more benefits

more than the limit, and they were connected to the Stand-Up India

•

Extending support to weaker section under the State

scheme.

Industrial policy and linking the same to Start-Up India

Banks also benefited under Stand-Up India as they have a defined

Linkage to priority sectors listed in the State policy like

priority sector lending targets and the same was aligned to the scheme.

manufacture of Fly Ash bricks

The administration also used its discretionary power to help solve some

Usage of the subsidy available to weaker section ( 40%) and

of the NPA problems faced by banks by linking their support to Stand-

interest subsidy (75%) in the State policy and link it to the

Up

Stand-Up India scheme

Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest

Avail the benefits under stamp duty and electricity duty

Act (Sarfaesi Act). The administration cleared Rs. 233 Cr. of NPA cases

exemption provisions of the State Industrial Policy for the

under the act and this was a huge motivation for the banks.

•

•

•

India

to clearance

of NPA under the Securitisation and

Stand-Up India applicants
Shri Choudhary also explained to the delegates how he linked the
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Shri O. P. Chaudhary, Collector,
Raipur District (Chattisgarh)

EoDB to Stand-Up India. Since EoDP has a single Window clearance

•

Medium Risk Industries – Third party inspection

rule and also the support of portals like Udyam Akansha, this was

•

High-Risk Industries – 48-hour deadline for upload of

linked with the Scheme. In the last year, more than 11000 units have

inspection report

been registered under Udyam Akansha of which 2700 are from Raipur

•

Single integrated returns across all labour laws

district alone.

•

Approval across all departments (22 Services) with single
signature

One of the main challenges that entrepreneurs face is the time spent
in visiting multiple authorities to get compliance certificates, informed

•

Clear definition of service charter for disposal of applications

Shri Choudhary. The Raipur District administration took following

Shri Choudhary explained how the administration had monitored the

steps to mitigate this challenge:

roll out of the Stand-Up India scheme. With support to entrepreneurs

Single window clearance – This helped in easing out the

through EoDB processes like paper based procedures getting

entire process of permission

converted to technology based processes, easing and simplifying

•

Only online applications accepted

mandatory registrations and applications, Udyami help-lines for

•

Computerised risk management

answering queries, and WhatsApp group for monitoring day to day

•

Modification in inspection rules

progress, no stone was left unturned to ensure the success of the

•

•

Low-Risk Industries – Self Certification and no

programme.

inspection
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Raipur District (Chattisgarh)

He said to ensure wide awareness of the scheme, collaterals, ground

question-answer session. In reply to some of the queries, Shri

events, workshops were used extensively. Understanding the fact that

Choudhary clarified that all relevant departments are connected

the key to the success of a programme is a process driven approach, to

through single window clearance system, and it ensures that responses

ensure sustainability and replicability Standard Operating Procedures

of all departments are also available through the same window. He

(SOPs) were laid down and religiously followed for all applications.

also explained that the Udyami helpline is managed by E&Y and run

With FAQs put up on the net and active technological interventions by

by the Industries department of the State Government. To ensure

District authorities, effective participation and transparency was

speedy redressal to Stand-Up India applicants, one resource has been

ensured.

permanently stationed there to handle all queries.

Shri Choudhary gave multiple examples to show case the adaption

Concluding his presentation, Shri Choudhary requested the delegates

and success of the scheme. These examples showcased applicants

to replicate the efforts of Raipur as the Stand-Up India scheme has the

who ranged from highly qualified doctors to Class XII pass ladies, from

potential of creating entrepreneurs, jobs and help the local economy.

engineers to beauticians, etc. These examples showed how a little bit
of focus and support from the administration could open up the doors
of success for the citizens.

The Secretary, DARPG, appreciated the efforts of Shri O.P. Choudhary.
This presentation was repeated in the valedictory session attended by
the Hon’ble MoS and Hon’ble CM, Uttarakhand.

The presentation was very well accepted and was followed by an
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SESSION III - ELECTRONIC-NATIONAL
AGRICULTURE MARKET (e-NAM)
Dr. Yogita Rana, Collector Nizamabad District,
Telangana

Dr. Yogita Rana, District Collector, Nizamabad, Telangana made a
presentation on electronic-National Agriculture Market (e-NAM), the
priority programme of the Government of India aimed at linking
farmers to the electronic market. The efforts of Nizamabad have won it
Prime Ministers Award on the Civil Services Day 2017.
Dr. Rana spoke on the phase wise break up of e-NAM and also
mentioned the challenges that came up in its implementation. The
biggest challenge of the programme is to convince the farmer that it is
for his progress and development. The challenge of getting the
purchaser and the commission agent onboard is secondary and would
not serve any purpose, if farmers are not agreeable.
e-NAM was implemented in three stages:
•

Stage I: Creation and integration of market yards in the state
on the electronic platform

•

Stage II: Inter linking all state market yards on the e-platform
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ELECTRONIC-NATIONAL AGRICULTURE MARKET
(e-NAM)
•

Stage III: Integration and linkage of all the e-markets in the

Dr. Yogita Rana, Collector Nizamabad
District, Telangana
•

country so that even a person sitting in Jammu and Kashmir
can bid for commodities in a Kerala market.

Soft loans from the Government, as the purchaser also
provided him with loans

To address these and other issues, the Government took many steps

Dr. Rana explained that as part of Stage I, all market yards have to be

to increase awareness and bring about convergence to ensure that the

brought on the e-platform. All commodity listing movements, quantity,

farmers were benefitted.

quality needs to be transparently displayed on this platform. The entire
framework has to be developed by the State, and this requires the
resolution of a lot of legislative issues and many Acts need to change.

The steps taken were
•

were held

To bring about a change of this scale, a lot of interaction needs to be
done with farmers, the primary stakeholders.

Lots of meetings with farmers from District to Village levels

•

Widespread publicity of these meetings through pamphlets,
radio, etc.

Dr. Rana admitted that at the outset the farmers were not interested in

•

Concerted

effort

was

undertaken

to

bring

about

the programme. They had two basic issues that needed to be resolved

convergence of all allied departments like Agriculture,

before they agreed to allow their commodities to be linked on the

Horticulture, Marketing, Animal Husbandry, etc. All these

platform. Their demands were:

were brought on the same platform and asked to provide

•

A good remunerative price for their produce

solutions to farmers
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•
•

Dr. Yogita Rana, Collector Nizamabad
District, Telangana

Additional facilities to farmers like soil testing, loans, expert

When the contours of the reforms were explained to the commission

advice, etc

agent point-blank refused to be a part of the e-platform. It was

Communication to farmers that loans, as well as input

understandable as he stood to lose most with the demand for

subsidies, would be provided if they join e-NAM, presently

accountability and transparency. Even at the official commission rate

the purchasers.

of 2%, commissioned agents were making Rs. 350 Cr in the

Dr. Rana said that the genesis of e-NAM in Nizamabad Mandi started

Nizamabad market. Their monetary stake was massive as because in

with a tragedy. A himali (loader) died in the market yard, and while

practice they were taking an effective commission of 8-12%. All this

investigating the cause of the death and the issues surrounding it, the

was making it difficult to convince them to come on board till e-NAM

inequalities and problems of the market yard came to the fore. To

was officially announced as a priority programme of the Government.

address these, steps to undertake reforms of the working of the market

This added teeth to the efforts of the administration as now they could

was initiated.

request and also threaten action under the act.

Dr. Rana spoke about the power equations and mentioned that the
trader is the most powerful person of the market. He is like a financial
institution who provides loans to the farmers as well as the purchaser
of the commodity. The success of the reforms was critically dependent
on the breaking of the stranglehold of the trader or commission agent.

The many challenges and how they were addressed made for a
fascinating presentation. Dr. Rana explained each of the challenge
and how the administration went about solving it through her speech.
Some of the challenges are as follows:4040
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•

•

Farmer demanded spot payment to get on to the platform:

•

Commission agents: As mentioned earlier, this group stood

The existing system has the farmers waiting up to 30 days for

to lose most by the implementation of e-NAM and so

their payment. This was resolved by ensuring a 24-hour

prevented any direct interaction between farmers and

payment cycle.

purchasers. To address this, Direct Purchase Centres (DPC)

Proper price discovery: Before implementation of e-NAM,

were created. The power of the DPC came out clearly

the farmer was at the mercy of the commission agent and

during the Turmeric season when the Sangli Market (largest

the purchaser as far as the price of his commodity was

purchaser of turmeric) shifted to Nizamabad under the

concerned. The system was opaque, and he had to depend

domain of e-NAM.

on the words of these two operators who often worked as a

•

Dr. Yogita Rana, Collector Nizamabad
District, Telangana

•

Loans to farmers: Commission agents were providing loans

cartel to bring down the prices. By transparently putting all

to the farmers at exorbitant rates thereby indebting them for

parameters like exact quantity and quality in an electronic

generations. They were also providing business loans to the

format, this information asymmetry was solved.

purchasers to ensure support from all sides. The local

Better price realisation: The Government brought in lots of

administration ensured access to institutional finance for

quality

purchasers and interest-free loans for farmers (under Rythu

assessment

equipment

to

standardise

and

transparently communicate all the quality parameters like

Bandhu Scheme) to wean them off this cycle of debt.

moisture content in turmeric etc.
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Dr. Yogita Rana, Collector Nizamabad
District, Telangana

Dr. Rana explained in detail how the e-NAM worked right from the

All of the above helped showcase the transparency and simplicity of

time the farmer brings his produce to the market. When the farmer's

the process and built confidence amongst the farmers. This went a

vehicle reaches the market gate, he is given an e-slot which gives the

long way in ensuring their support for e-NAM at Nizamabad.

details of time of entry, exact weight and the slot where he is
supposed to deposit his produce. This allows a ‘first come first serve’
system to operate, eliminating corruption and favouritism.
The lot of commodities is electronically generated and is visible to the
purchaser. He physically checks the lot and examines the quality and
quantity and goes back to the bidding platform. Electronic bidding
ensures elimination of cartels. On successful bidding, e-takpatti is
generated which shows the highest bidder for a lot.
This information is communicated via SMS to the farmer, and he has
the option to accept or reject the bid. In the case of acceptance, an esale bill is generated, and the purchaser has to pay 10% of the amount
immediately through RTGS/bank transfer and the balance within 24
hours.

As part of Phase II, a lot of steps are being taken to create an ecosystem near the market place. These include
•

Agri based and food processing industries opening near the
market

•

Upgrading quality evaluation technology

•

Micro ATMs in the market yard

•

Widespread communication using local FM stations at the
market

•

Installation of CCTV, to ensure security to farmers and the
others in the yard

While

sharing

learnings from

her

experience

in

successful

implementation of the programme at Nizamabad Mandi Dr. Rana
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requested the attending delegates to use them for a better

Dr. Yogita Rana, Collector Nizamabad
District, Telangana
•

Support through tertiary activities like the supply of gunny

implementation of the programme at their locations. She said that

bags, help in transportation to farmers, bank linkage for

while the Government has done a lot for the farmers over the years,

instant payments, farmer entitlement cards, etc.

for the first time, it is providing a solution, which is addressing the

•

The support of the government should be visible through

most critical part of a farmers' existence- getting the right price for his

home visits by the Agriculture Officers (AO). Most often, the

produce and an increase in disposable income. Some of the learning

AO never gets out of office and relies on the information

from project implementation is mentioned below:-

provided by others without verifying it himself. Ensuring

•

Middleman lobby is very strong, and all steps must be taken

regular field visits by AO instils a sense of service in the

to ensure that they do not make cartels with the purchaser as

villagers and shows the commitment of the Government to

that one step ensures a huge loss for the farmer.

citizen centricity.

•

DPC should be made a corner stone for all e-NAM initiative.

Dr. Rana stressed on the need to establish and lay down Standard

•

Convergence of all government schemes for farmers under

Operating Procedures (SOP) to ensure sustainability and replicability

e-NAM. Loans are the most critical aspect through which the

of the programme and to free it from being dependent on the drive of

farmers are kept under the control of the commission agents.

individual officers. These include laid down procedures for
transaction practices, generation of e-takpattis to save on hidden
charges

for

farmers,

same

day

payment,

etc.

To
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ensure wider acceptance of the programme, involvement of bulk

proper execution of systems and processes is the only way that

purchasers from the corporate world like TATA and ITC should be

Service sector can grow and corruption in the system eliminated. An

encouraged.

individual cannot do this and so IT services support is critical. In

Dr. Rana concluded her presentation by mentioning that while e-NAM
has done a lot for the farmers but a lot more needs to be done to
improve their life. e-NAM has generated a framework or a matrix and
is being followed as a priority programme to ensure that the farmer
who toils through the year gets the right remuneration for his efforts,

reply to a question from a delegate from Uttarakhand, she spoke
about the need for cold chains to ensure that the farmer can store his
produce and sell at the right time rather than be forced to sell when
prices are low. She explained that this needs a holistic approach and
the Government is working on ways to address it.

now this need to be backed up by the efforts of the administration to

Dr. Rana ended her presentation by stating that in our lives we might

ensure that the benefits accrue to them.

need the services of a Doctor, lawyer or a policeman once in a while

This presentation was extremely well received, and a long questionanswer session followed where delegates from around the country

but we need a farmer every day, and so we should do everything
possible to support him.

wanted to know more about how precisely the learning could be
applied to their states. In reply to a question on the need to employ
technology in primary sectors, Dr. Rana explained that usage and
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LAMP LIGHTING CEREMONY DAY 2

Shri Trivendra Singh Rawat, Hon’ble Chief Minister, Uttarakhand lighting the traditional lamp at the Valedictory Session
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VALEDICTORY SESSION
Shri Avanendra S. Nayal,
Director, UKAA,
Government of Uttarakhand
Shri Avnendra S. Nayal, Director UKAA, Government of Uttarakhand
extended a warm welcome, on behalf of all the delegates attending the
conference, to the Hon’ble Chief Minister of Uttarakhand, Shri
Trivendra Singh Rawat and the Hon’ble Union Minister of Personnel,
Public Grievances and Pensions, Prime Minister’s Office, Development
of North Eastern Regions and Atomic Energy and Space, Dr. Jitendra
Singh.
Shri Nayal gave a brief introduction of the academy and the various
activities undertaken by it across the state and the nation. The
academy, started in Allahabad in 1951, was shifted to Nainital in 1971
and since then has been engaged in training programmes for various
Government Departments. The academy has also hosted training
programmes of the Central Government. In the last one year alone,
4646
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Shri Nayal informed the delegates that the efforts of the Academy have
been recognised both by Government of India as well as bodies like the
World Bank. The Academy is actively involved in the monitoring of the
Swachh Bharat Mission including surveys to identify the actual groundlevel reportage which can be used by the relevant Government
departments

for

necessary

corrective

steps

to

ensure

better

implementation.
Shri Nayal suggested creation of a Policy Planning Cell at the Academy,
which would provide a structured mechanism for retired bureaucrats
and others to provide advisory services to the Government.
With these words, he again welcomed the distinguished guests to the
Academy and the conference delegates and said that he looked forward
to hear their views and directions for the coming year.
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Shri C. Viswanath, Secretary, Department of Administrative Reforms &
Public Grievances, Government of India welcomed the distinguished
guests of honour and summarized the two-day conference by
highlighting key presentations given by the speakers and presenters.
Shri Viswanath started his session by impressing on the assembled
delegates the importance that Government of India has laid on Good
Governance. For the first time, a Group of Secretaries (GoS) has been
formed to work on Good Governance and other governance issues.
One of the recommendations of the GoS was to have a Good
Governance Index (GGI) to track the implementation of various

made in the conference by the Centre for Good Governance,
Hyderabad, on GGI and a number of suggestions have been received
from the delegates.

programmes and also compare states and districts on the same. Shri
Viswanath informed the guests that a detailed presentation was

Shri Viswanath reiterated the basic philosophy of this Government,
‘Minimum Government- Maximum Governance’ which automatically
4848
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leads to focus on citizen centric public services. Some of the

Shri Viswanath concluded his address by acknowledging the support

initiatives he mentioned were self attestations, smoothening of

that Good Governance has from the Hon’ble Prime Minister. The

pension laws, repealing archaic laws etc. He laid special emphasis on

annual Civil Services Day Awards underwent a change under Hon’ble

e-Governance and proudly declared that 25 Central Government

Prime Minister’s directive and priority programmes are now

offices in Delhi have become paperless and the target is to have all

communicated to all the districts and they are encouraged to take part

offices go paperless by the end of the financial year.

in the awards by submitting their applications with detailed account

Shri Viswanath lauded the States for being active proponents of Good
Governance and gave the example of the Right to Services Act which
has been implemented across 21 states. It ensures minimum
guarantee of time frame for Government services and its delivery. The
effect can already be seen in public distribution of services where
digitised records of ration cards and data base with POS systems at

of the work done on these programmes in the districts and
departments. Awards are no longer only a recognition but an
exhortation to the entire bureaucracy to appreciate and replicate the
same in their respective areas. With these words, Shri Viswanath again
welcomed the distinguished guests and looked forward to hear their
views and guidance for the delegates.

the fair price shops have ensured a better delivery mechanism.
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Dr. Jitendra Singh, Minister of State, Independent Charge for
Development of North Eastern Region, MoS, Personnel, P.G. &
Pensions,

Atomic Energy

and Space

started

his address by

congratulating the newly formed state government for taking charge
and initiating positive initiatives.
Dr. Jitendra Singh touched upon the subject of good governance by
going back to the time when the present Government took over and
gave the call for ‘Minimum Government - Maximum Governance’. In

designed for the poor and under- privileged.

the course of the last three years, the Government has made it clear

Till some years back opening a Bank account for a poor man used to

that all its policies are designed keeping the poorest-of-the-poor as the

be a tedious process, but now Bank Mitras come to their homes and

principal beneficiary. Schemes such as Jan-Dhan, Stand-Up India,

help them open a zero-balance account. In spite of there being no

Mudra,

compulsion to keep any money in the account very soon these Jan

Krishi

Sinchai

Yojana,

Demonetization,

etc.

are

all
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Dhan accounts had small deposits totalling up to crores. That showed

The Minister backed up his points with the example to allow self-

that the poor of the country had lots of self-respect and given an

attestations for all documents unless mandated by some law. On the

opportunity showed their commitment to nation building. So, these

face of it, this seems like a simple decision but this rule has been there

schemes are not only the vehicles of economic empowerment but also

since the time of independence. For people living in small and remote

a harbinger of social empowerment.

places this used to be a challenge as for simple things they had to get

Dr Singh extolled the role of bureaucracy in translating the vision of
these programmes and ensuring that the benefits reach the poorest of
the poor. He said it is the civil servants who are the essential tools of
execution. Just like one needs good tools for good results the country
needs good civil servants for good governance. Bureaucrats are the

documents attested by a gazetted officer. With the decision of the
Government, this problem vanished. When it was announced, sceptics
asked if it would not lead to misuse by people, the response of the
Government was, let the message go that this government has the
capacity to trust the youth of the country and that time has come.

political

Dr. Singh brought up the point of citizen centric governance and

dispensations change, priorities change, it is the bureaucrat who

explained that in India, citizen centric mainly means youth centric.

ensures that the country moves steadily on the path to progress. The

With a majority of the population below 30 years, it is a given that

Government plans the reforms, the bureaucracy performs to meet the

reforms and programmes are made keeping this demographic in mind.

objectives and thereby brings transformation.

Start-Up India is planned keeping the youth in mind. With built in tax

continuity

in

governance.

As

Governments

change,

holidays, option to change the business in three months it
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ensures that the Government treats the youth of the country just like

The Hobn’ble Minister then brought up the extremely important issue

members of the family. In the North Eastern states, a person applying

of a proper grievance redressal mechanism. He mentioned that when

for support from Start-Up India also has access to a Venture fund by

the new Government came to power there were around 2 lakh

the DoNER.

grievances per year and now the numbers have grown to around 7

Dr. Singh spoke about the need for all governments to up their speed
of delivery and match steps with the centre and called it the call of
the times. He gave the example of the decision to abolish interviews
for certain government jobs which was announced as a call from the
Prime Minister from the ramparts of the Red Fort. Within a short time
all C and D group interviews were abolished in all central
government ministries and departments. Some states also took the

lakh. Today, the grievance disposal rate in the departments is between
90-95%. This is an example of the citizenry believing that there is
someone who is mapping these grievances and there is a hope for time
bound acknowledgement and finally proper redressal. In many cases
there are personal calls made by the department and the Minister
himself to check on the complainant. This is an example of citizen
centric governance.

initiative but some states are still lagging behind. Some states like

Speaking on the changed role of the civil servants in good Governance,

Maharashtra have taken it a step further and conducted a study to

Dr Singh compared the British era ICS to the Indian IAS. While the ICS

calculate the annual savings to the state exchequer through this

was the agent of the British and was in the district to impose the writ of

decision. Dr. Singh requested all delegates to replicate and implement

the government and collect revenue, the IAS officer is supposed to act

these best practices in their states to ensure benefits to the people.

as a messenger of the government and ensure that its policies are
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correctly implemented. Key role of a young district magistrate is to

in running a paperless office and also helping 25 ministries in going

interact with the representatives of the people and redress their

paperless. He especially pointed out to the DoNER for being the first to

grievances.

adopt and go paperless paving the way for other ministries to follow

Dr. Jitendra Singh spoke about the importance of DARPG in the

suit.

present Government thought process by acknowledging that the

The Minister reiterated the commitment of the Government to serve the

Department has the mandate to do research and find new and better

nation and called upon the delegates to be the vehicles of

ways of innovating and implementing to deliver citizen centric

transformation. He said that the conference is not an end in itself but

services. He touched upon the initiative to tap on the experience of

just a beginning to ensure that the best practices in governance are

retiring civil servants through the novel scheme of Anubhav. The civil

adapted and replicated by all states. Good practices become best

servants who have six months to retire are encouraged to chronicle

practices when they get shared, and some of them can even excel in

their experiences and suggest measures to make their jobs more

execution and set even higher standards, Dr. Singh emphasized.

fruitful and responsive. He gave examples where useful feedback
have been acknowledged and recognized.
Referring to implementation of e-Governance and e-offices in the

Concluding his speech, Dr. Jitendra Singh thanked the Hon’ble Chief
Minister for providing the venue for the conference and thanked all the
delegates again for their time and commitment.

Government of India, the Minister praised the work of the DAR&PG
5353
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Shri Trivendra Singh Rawat, Hon’ble Chief Minister Uttarakhand
started his speech by reminding every one of the Hon’ble Prime
Minister Shri Narendra Modi’s vision of Good Governance.
Shri Rawat spoke of the atmosphere in the country when the present
Government at the centre was formed in 2014. From an air of scams
and gloom, the Hon’ble Prime Minister has provided three years of
governance which has raised the stature of the country both internally
and externally. With a zero tolerance approach to corruption and
unwavering focus towards citizen centric services, he has shown his
intentions and the people have also whole heartedly supported him.

when the intentions are noble and execution is flawless. The neem

Shri Rawat cited the examples of Jan Dhan schemes, demonetisation

coating of Urea has helped bring about a fall in the urea prices and

and

easy availability of the same for the farmers.

urea

coating

to

show

how

the

results

follow

The Hon’ble Chief Minister proudly informed the delegates that
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the same commitment and approach to governance is the motto in
Uttarakhand. Shri Rawat mentioned that his government is committed
towards the promises made before the elections and development
oriented Governance.
Shri Rawat emphasised the contribution of civil services for
successfully implementing the policies on the ground. To ensure that
the benefits reach the poorest of the poor and to the last hamlet, it is
critical to work with complete dedication and passion. He also spoke
of the importance of showcasing successful initiatives to work as
examples and source of effective replication of priority programmes
and good Governance initiatives.
The Hon’ble Chief Minister concluded his speech by thanking the
Union Minister and the assembled delegates for taking time off from
their busy schedules and exhorted them to take the learning from the
two days to their states and help make Good Governance a reality
through the country.
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VOTE OF THANKS
Smt. Smita Kumar, Joint Secretary,
Department of Administrative
Reforms & Public Grievances
Concluding the two day event, Smt. Smita Kumar, Joint Secretary,
Department

of

Administrative

Reforms

&

Public

Grievances,

Government of India gave the vote of thanks to the dignitaries and to
the speakers for making high impact presentations and laying the
foundation of sharing valuable knowledge and experience in the area
of Good Governance.
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